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Abstract
We measure Bose-Einstein correlations between like-sign charged pion pairs in hadronic Z decays with the L3 detector at
LEP. The analysis is performed in three dimensions in the longitudinal center-of-mass system. The pion source is found to be
elongated along the thrust axis with a ratio of transverse to longitudinal radius of 0.81"0.02q0.03. q 1999 Published byy0.19
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
It has long been realized that the shape and size in
space-time of a source of pions can be determined,
as a consequence of the interference of identical
bosons, from the shape and size of the correlation
function of two identical pions in energy-momentum
w xspace 1–3 . The space-time shape of a source during
hadronization is important experimental information
on QCD in a sector where perturbative methods are
not applicable.
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The form of the correlation function in more than
one dimension has been a major subject of theoreti-
w xcal study in recent years 4–10 . In Monte Carlo
generators, spherical symmetry is usually assumed
w x11–15 , while elongation can be expected when a
w xstring-like shape is maintained 16,10,9 . Experimen-
tally, detailed three-dimensional analyses have been
w xdone only for heavy ion collisions 17,18 and for
w xhadron-hadron collisions 19 . While the volume of
the pion emission region appears to be approxi-
mately spherical for heavy ion collisions, a clear
elongation is observed in hadron-hadron collisions.
Analyses in eqey collisions have generally been
w xlimited to one dimension 20 . An exception is a
w xpreliminary analysis 21 , which indicates an elonga-
tion in eqey collisions.
Recently there has been a revival of interest in
 .Bose-Einstein BE correlations of particles pro-
duced in the hadronization of energetic quarks,
mainly due to its possible impact on the measure-
w xments of the W mass 11–16 in the four-jet channel
q y q ye e “W W “ qqqq. The experimentally ob-
served radius of hadron emission is of order 1 fm,
about an order of magnitude larger than the distance
between the WqWy decay vertices at present ener-
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q ygies. The actual overlap in W W “ qqqq decays is
 .of course determined by the possibly non-spherical
configuration of the decay partons of the W’s in all
space-time dimensions during hadronization. A bet-
ter understanding of BE correlations in eqey“Z“
qq, using high statistics LEP data, will contribute to
understanding the BE effect in WqWy.
In this letter, two-particle correlations of like-
charged pions are studied in hadronic Z-decay as a
function of three components of the four-momentum
difference Q. Effects due to hard gluon radiation,
Z-decay into heavy quarks or the dependence on the
transverse mass of the particles are not considered.
2. Data
2.1. Charged-particle and e˝ent selection
The data used in the analysis were collected by
w xthe L3 detector 22 in 1994 at a center-of-mass
’energy of s ,91.2 GeV. The data selection uses
information on charged particles from the Time Ex-
 .pansion Chamber TEC and the Silicon Microvertex
 . w xDetector SMD 22 .
To obtain a data sample of hadronic Z decays, we
perform an event selection using charged tracks. The
charged tracks are required to have at least 40 of 62
.possible hits in TEC, and the number of wires be-
tween the first and last hit is required to be at least
50. The distance of closest approach projected onto
.the transverse plane of a track to the nominal inter-
action vertex is required to be less than 5 mm. The
transverse momentum of a track must be greater than
100 MeV.
In order to reduce background arising from beam-
gas and beam-wall interactions as well as from lep-
tonic events and from two-photon interactions, we
use the following criteria
p p i I i
i i
)0.15, -0.75,’ ps  i
i
p H i
i
-0.75, N )4, 1 .chp i
i
where p is the momentum of particle i, with com-i
ponents p parallel to the beam direction and pI i H i
in the plane perpendicular to the beam direction, and
where the sums run over all the tracks of the event.
N is the number of charged-particle tracks. A smallch
remaining background of tqty events in which both
t particles decay into more than one charged particle
is removed by requiring the second largest angle w2
between any two neighboring tracks in the Ryw
plane to be less than 1708. After this cut the tqty
contamination is approximately 8P10y5.
To make sure that events lie within the full accep-
tance of the TEC and SMD, we require cosu -0.7,thr
where u is the polar angle of the thrust axisthr
determined from charged tracks only.
A total of about one million events satisfy the
selection criteria.
For the computation of the four-momentum dif-
ference Q, the resolution of the angle between pairs
of tracks is of crucial importance, especially for
small Q-values. For this reason we impose an addi-
tional cut, requiring an unambiguous polar angle
measurement. This ensures good resolution of vari-
ables, such as Q, which depend on two tracks.
Together with the previous cuts about 40% of the
 .Fig. 1. Distributions of a the difference in polar angle of pairs of
 .tracks, du , b the difference in azimuthal angle of pairs of tracks,
 . 2  .df, c the four-momentum difference squared, Q , and the d
 .  .longitudinal, e out, and f side components of the four-momen-
 .tum difference Q, for data points compared to the predictions of
 .JETSET with BE after detector simulation histogram .
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tracks are rejected. The final data sample consists of
approximately 36 million like-sign track pairs.
With this selection, good agreement is obtained
between data and simulation for the distributions of
the differences between pairs of tracks of the az-
imuthal and polar angles with respect to the beam
and for the distributions of Q2 and the components
of Q used in this analysis. This is shown in Fig. 1,
where the data are compared to events generated
w x  .with JETSET 23 including BE effects which have
been passed through the L3 detector simulation pro-
w xgram 24 , reconstructed, and subjected to track and
event selection in the same way as the data. Similar
comparisons using events generated by JETSET with-
w xout BE effects or by HERWIG 25 also show good
agreement except at small values of the variables,
where the Bose-Einstein effect is important.
3. Analysis
3.1. Bose-Einstein correlation function
The two-particle correlation function of two parti-
cles with four-momenta p and p is given by the1 2
 .ratio of the two-particle number density, r p , p ,2 1 2
to the product of the two single-particle number
 .  .densities, r p r p . Since we are here interested1 1 1 2
only in the correlation R due to Bose-Einstein2
interference, the product of single-particle densities
 .is replaced by r p , p , the two-particle density0 1 2
that would occur in the absence of Bose-Einstein
correlations:
r p , p .2 1 2R p , p s . 2 .  .2 1 2 r p , p .0 1 2
R y1 is related to the space-time particle density2
w xthrough a Fourier transform 1,2 .
Since the mass of the two identical particles of the
pair is fixed to the pion mass, the corre-
lation function is defined in six-dimensional momen-
tum space. Since Bose-Einstein correlations
can be large only at small four-momentum difference
2(Qs y p yp , they are often parametrized in .1 2
this one-dimensional distance measure. There is no
reason, however, to expect the hadron source to be
spherically symmetric in jet fragmentation. This is
the reason for performing a three-dimensional analy-
sis.
3.2. Longitudinal center-of-mass system
In our analysis we use the longitudinal center-of-
 . w xmass system LCMS 7 . This is defined for each
pair of particles as the system, resulting from a boost
along the thrust axis, in which the sum of the
momenta of the pair is perpendicular to the thrust
axis. In this system, we can resolve the three-
momentum difference of the pair of particles into a
longitudinal component Q parallel to the thrustL
axis, Q along the sum of the particles’ momentaout
 .see Fig. 2 and Q perpendicular to both Q andside L
Q . Then, the invariant four-momentum differenceout
w xcan be written as 7
22 2 2 2Q sQ qQ qQ y DE .L side out
sQ2 qQ2 qQ2 1yb 2 , 3 . .L side out
where
p qpout 1 out 2
b’ , 4 .
E qE1 2
 .with p and E is1,2 the out-component of theout i i
momentum and the energy, respectively, of particle i
in the LCMS. The energy difference DE and there-
fore the difference in emission time of the two
particles couples only to the component Q . Conse-out
quently, Q and Q reflect only spatial dimensionsL side
of the source, whereas Q reflects a mixture ofout
spatial and temporal dimensions. The correlation
 .Fig. 2. The longitudinal center of mass frame LCMS showing
 .the projection of Q on the Q -Q plane. Q is the projectionL out side
of Q on the axis perpendicular to this plane.
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function is then parametrized in terms of Qs
 .Q ,Q ,Q :L side out
r Q .2R Q s . 5 .  .2 r Q .0
3.3. Determination of the correlation function R2
 .After determining r Q , there are three steps in2
obtaining R . The first step is to create a ‘reference2
sample’, which is done by event mixing, and from it
 .to determine r Q . Then two corrections must be0
determined, one for non-BE correlations lost in the
event mixing and one for detector effects.
The reference sample, from which r is deter-0
mined, is formed by mixing particles from different
data events in the following way. First, events are
rotated to a system with the z-axis along the thrust
axis and are stored in a ‘pool’. Then, events are
randomly selected from this pool and their tracks
replaced by tracks of the same charge from other
events in the pool of approximately the same multi-
plicity under the condition that no track originates
from the same event. Finally, Q , Q and Q areL out side
calculated for each pair. Used events are removed
from the pool, thus preventing any regularities in the
reference sample. From this mixed sample we obtain
 .the particle density r Q .mix
Since this mixing procedure removes correlations
other than just those of Bose-Einstein, e.g., those
from energy-momentum conservation and from reso-
nances, r is then corrected for this loss by amix
factor C , which is estimated by Monte Carlomix
 .  .MC using a generator with no Bose-Einstein BE
 .effects JETSET or HERWIG . Thus, in the absence of
Bose-Einstein correlations, the corrected two-particle
density is given by
r Q sr Q PC Q , .  .  .0 mix mix
r Q .2
where C Q s . 6 .  .mix r Q .mix MC , noBE
 .The ratio r rr must further be corrected for2 mix
detector resolution, acceptance and efficiency and for
particle misidentification. For this we use a multi-
plicative factor derived from Monte Carlo studies.
Since the L3 detector does not identify the hadrons,
this factor, C , is given by the ratio of the two-piondet
correlation function found from MC events at gener-
ator level to the two-particle correlation function
found using all particles after full detector simula-
tion, reconstruction and selection:
r Q r Q .  .2 2C Q s . .det  /  /r Q r Q .  .mix mixgen , pions det , all
7 .
Taking all charged particles, instead of only pions, in
the generator level MC, leads to consistent results.
 .  .Combining this correction factor with 5 and 6
results in
r Q 1 .2R Q s P PC Q . 8 .  .  .2 detr Q C Q .  .mix mix
The analysis is done in three-dimensional bins of Q.
In terms of numbers N of like-sign particle pairsk lm
in the three-dimensional bin k,l,m of Q , Q andL out
 .Q , Eq. 8 becomesside
mixN Nk lm k lmR s2 k lm mix NN k lmk lm data MC , noBE
gen det , mixN Nk lm k lm
P P . 9 .gen , mix detN Nk lm k lm MC
Each N is normalized to the total number of pairsk lm
in the corresponding sample.
The resolution in the variables Q is estimatedi
using Monte Carlo events to be 0.02–0.05 GeV for
Q -0.2 GeV. Given the available statistics, wei
choose a bin size of 0.08 GeV.
In our analysis, we use JETSET without BE and
 .HERWIG not having BE to determine the mixing
correction factor C and JETSET with and withoutmix
.BE as well as HERWIG to determine the detector
correction factor C . Together with a variation ofdet
the mixing technique, the selection criteria and the fit
range, these six Monte Carlo combinations will serve
to estimate systematic errors.
3.4. Parametrization of R2
Assuming a Gaussian azimuthally, but not neces-
.sarily spherically, symmetric shape of the source,
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the following three-dimensional parametrization has
w xbeen proposed 5,6,26 :
R Q ,Q ,Q .2 L out side
sg 1qd Q q« Q qj Q .L out side
2 2 2 2 2 2P 1qlexp yR Q yR Q yR Q L L out out side side
q2 r R R Q Q , 10 ..L ,out L out L out
 .where the factor 1qd Q q« Q qj Q takesL out side
into account possible long-range momentum correla-
tions in the form of a slow rise, g is a normalization
factor close to unity and the term between square
brackets is the two-particle Bose-Einstein correlation
function associated with a Gaussian shape of the
source.
By fitting the correlation function with this
parametrization, one can extract the incoherence fac-
tor l, which measures the strength of the correlation,
 .and the ‘radii’ R is L, out and side defined asi
2’1r 2 s , with s the variances of a multi-dimen-i i
sional Gaussian distribution of the source in configu-
ration space. r is the correlation between theL ,out
longitudinal and out components of this Gaussian. In
the LCMS, the duration of particle emission only
couples to the out-direction and only enters in the
parameters R and r . Hence, R can beout L ,out side
interpreted as the transverse component of the geo-
 .metric radius. The parametrization, Eq. 10 , as-
sumes azimuthal symmetry of the source, which
means that the two-particle Bose-Einstein correlation
function associated with the Gaussian shape of the
source, is invariant under the transformation Q “side
yQ . Consequently, the only possible off-diagonalside
term is the Q Q term.L out
We first checked the method using Monte Carlo
events at detector level, which were generated by
JETSET without BE, instead of data. The correction
factor C was determined using JETSET without BEmix
and using HERWIG, while C was determined usingdet
JETSET with BE and using HERWIG, giving four differ-
ent combinations of correction factors. Also we used
events generated by HERWIG as data, with the same
two MC determinations of C but with JETSET withmix
BE and JETSET without BE for C . In all eight casesdet
 2fits gave results consistent with ls0 x rNDF,1
.for ls0 , as expected in the absence of Bose-Ein-
stein correlations.
4. Results
The results of a three-dimensional fit, in the range
Q - 1.04 GeV, of the Bose-Einstein correlationi
 .function R with the parametrization of Eq. 10 are2
presented in Table 1. The off-diagonal term turns out
 .to be zero within errors r sy0.008"0.057L ,out
and the results given in the table correspond to a fit
with this term fixed to zero. The values are obtained
using JETSET without BE for the mixing correction
and JETSET with BE for the detector correction, since
the latter model is found to be the most successful in
reproducing our data in the relevant variables Fig.
. 21 and since this choice gives the lowest x in the
fits.
To estimate the systematic errors on the fit param-
eters, we examined four different sources, repeating
the full analysis in each case. First, we looked at the
fit results obtained with the six possible combina-
tions of mixing and detector Monte Carlo correc-
tions. The systematic error from this source is taken
as the RMS of these six values. Secondly, the influ-
ence of a different mixing sample was studied by
removing the conditions that tracks are replaced by
tracks with the same charge and coming from events
Table 1
Values of the fit parameters for the three-dimensional analyses of
L3 data. The first error is statistical, the second systematic
parameter Gaussian Edgeworth
q0 .02 q0.04l 0.41"0.01 0.54"0.02y0 .19 y0.26
q0.04 q0.04 .R fm 0.74"0.02 0.69"0.02L y0.03 y0.03
q0.05 q0.05 .R fm 0.53"0.02 0.44"0.02out y0.06 y0.06
q0.03 q0.03 .R fm 0.59"0.01 0.56"0.02side y0.13 y0.12
q0.05 q0.06R rR 0.71"0.02 0.65"0.03out L y0.08 y0.09
q0.03 q0.03R rR 0.80"0.02 0.81"0.02side L y0.18 y0.19
q0.1k – 0.5"0.1L y0.2
k – 0.8"0.1"0.3out
k – 0.1"0.1"0.3side
q0.014 q0.012d 0.025"0.005 0.036"0.007y0 .015 y0.023
q0.034 q0.037e 0.005"0.005 0.011"0.005y0 .012 y0.012
q0.031 q0.020j y0.035"0.005 y0.022"0.006y0 .024 y0.025
2x rNDF 2314r2189 2220r2186
 .C.L. % 3.1 30
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with approximately the same multiplicity. For each
of the six Monte Carlo combinations the difference
in the results between the two mixing methods was
taken as an estimate of the systematic error from this
source and the square root of the mean of the squares
of these differences taken as the systematic error
from this source. In the same way systematic errors
related to trackrevent selection and to the choice of
fit range were evaluated. The analysis was repeated
with stronger and weaker selection criteria, resulting
in approximately 11% fewerrmore events and 6%
fewerrmore tracks. The upper limit of the fit range
was varied by "0.16 GeV in all Q . As a totali
 .systematic error second error in the table we add
the four errors from these sources in quadrature.
For R the errors from all the sources are approx-L
imately equal. However, the systematic error on l
and the transverse radii is dominated by the contribu-
tion from the six possible MC combinations to deter-
mine C PC . Of the two, C shows the largerdet mix det
generator dependence and accounts for most of the
systematic error. It is approximately unity for most
values of Q, but increases to about 1.1 near Qs0 in
the case of JETSET with BE and decreases to about
0.95 for JETSET without BE and to about 0.9 for
HERWIG. We understand this difference in behavior
between JETSET with BE and the two Monte Carlos
without BE as follows. Since Q depends both on the
energies of the particles as well as on the angle
between them, small Q can be due to either small
angle or low energies. In a Monte Carlo with BE the
fraction of pairs at small Q with small angle will be
larger than in the other Monte Carlo models. This
will lead to lower detection efficiency and hence to
larger corrections. This part of the error is also
responsible for the asymmetry in the errors since our
best choice of MC combination does not coincide
with the average. In particular, all of the other
combinations result in smaller values of R rR .side L
To study the behavior of the components of Q,
 .projections of R , Eq. 9 , onto the three axes are2
shown in Fig. 3, using the regions Q -240 MeVi
 .i.e., the first three bins of the non-projected compo-
nents. The dashed curves correspond to the fit results
described above. Similarly, a projection of R onto2
the Q -Q plane is shown in Fig. 4. From Table 1side L
we find that R is larger than both R and R .L out side
The ratios R rR and R rR are 5 standardside L out L
Fig. 3. Projections of R onto the three axes Q , Q and Q2 L out side
using the regions up to 240 MeV of the non-projected compo-
nents. The mixing correction is determined using JETSET without
BE and the detector correction using JETSET with BE. The full
lines correspond to projections of the fit with the lowest-order
Edgeworth expansion, the dashed lines to those of the Gaussian fit
and the dotted lines to the exponential fit.
deviations less than unity. Thus, the pion source is
elongated along the thrust axis.
2  .From the value of x see Table 1 it appears that
the shape of the correlation function deviates from a
Gaussian. An exponential has often been suggested
as an alternative to the Gaussian. Accordingly,
the fits were repeated with an exponential,
 .  .exp y R Q , replacing the Gaussian in Eq. 10i i i
 .with r s0 dotted lines in Fig. 3 . Although theL ,out
overall x 2 increases by typically 2-4%, depending
on the correction combination used, the fits confirm
the elongation observed from the Gaussian fit.
A general approach to study deviations from the
w xGaussian 27 , is to use an expansion, due to Edge-
w xworth 28 , in terms of derivatives of the Gaussian,
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Fig. 4. Projection of R onto the Q -Q plane using the regions2 side L
up to 240 MeV of Q . The mixing correction is determinedout
using JETSET without BE and the detector correction using JETSET
with BE.
which are related to Hermite polynomials. Taking
only the lowest-order non-Gaussian term into ac-
count, results in
R Q ,Q ,Q .2 L out side
sg 1qd Q q« Q qj Q .L out side
P 1qlexp yR2 Q2 yR2 Q2 yR2 Q2 .L L out out side side
kL
P 1q H R Q .3 L L3!
kout
P 1q H R Q .3 out out3!
kside
P 1q H R Q , 11 .  .3 side side 53!
 .where k isL,out,side is the third-order cumulanti
moment in the corresponding direction and
3’ ’ .  .H R Q ’ 2 R Q y3 2 R Q is the third-order3 i i i i i i
Hermite polynomial. Note that the second-order cu-
mulant corresponds to the radius R . The results ofi
the fit with the Edgeworth expansion are shown in
 . 2Table 1 and Fig. 3 full lines . The value of x rNDF
and the confidence level indicate a better fit than the
Gaussian one. The non-zero values of the k parame-
ters indicate the deviation from a Gaussian. l is
larger than the corresponding Gaussian l. The val-
ues of the radii confirm the elongation observed
from the Gaussian fit.
For comparison we have also performed fits on a
JETSET generator sample taking R as2
NrN mix .JETSET with BER s .2,JETSET mixNrN .JETSET no BE
The resulting values of R rR and R rR areside L out L
1.08"0.03 and 0.79"0.02, respectively. This value
 .of R rR is larger than in the data see Table 1 .side L
Thus, the standard Bose-Einstein implementation of
JETSET 9 fails to reproduce the experimentally ob-
served elongation. It is worth noting that even though
there is no explicit spatial asymmetry in the JETSET
treatment of BE, neither R nor R is found to beside out
equal to R .L
Another Monte Carlo generator with Bose-Ein-
w xstein simulation is VNI 29 , which in its present form
w xhas been found to predict R fR 15 , in contra-side L
diction to our results.
Since the difference between the two transverse
components of R is small compared to that between
the longitudinal component and either of the trans-
verse components, we check the results of the three-
dimensional analysis by a two-dimensional analysis
in R and R , where we can use intervals of 40L T
instead of 80 MeV. The out and side terms in the
 . 2 2exponential of Eq. 10 are replaced by R Q , withT T
2 2 2 Q sQ qQ . The two-dimensional fits bothT out side
.Gaussian and Edgeworth result in values of l con-
sistent with those from the three-dimensional fits and
with values of R rR lying between the values ofT L
R rR and R rR , confirming the elongationout L side L
observed in the three-dimensional fits. As in the
three-dimensional fits, the confidence level of the
Gaussian fit is poor, that of the exponential fit
poorer, and that of the Edgeworth fit acceptable.
These statements are also true for analyses of JETSET.
9 The Bose-Einstein simulation is done by the subroutine
 .  .LUBOEI, with the L3 default values PARJ 92 s1.5 and PARJ 93 s
0.33 GeV.
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5. Summary
A sample of 1 million events of the electron-
positron annihilation process eqey“Z“hadrons at
LEP, has been used to study two-particle Bose-Ein-
stein correlations of like-charged pions. The analysis
was performed in three dimensions, as well as in two
dimensions, in the longitudinal center-of-mass sys-
 .tem. Using the Gaussian parametrization of Eq. 10
we extracted the incoherence factor, l, and the radii,
R , R and R . A better fit was obtained usingL out side
 .the Edgeworth expansion 11 of the Gaussian
parametrization. The transverse radius is found to be
significantly smaller than the longitudinal radius:
Rside q0.03s0.81"0.02 .y0 .19RL
Our measurement implies that models based on
the assumption of a spherical source are too simple.
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